ANNUAL MEETINGS 2023 | Marrakech

**Times are tentative and subject to change.**
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**IMFC Official Meetings**

- G20 Deputies Meeting
- G24 Deputies Meeting
- G20 Press
- G24 Press
- Press
- IMF Gov Photo
- APD Press
- AFR Press
- WHD Press
- Group of 30
- Per Jacobsson Lecture

**World Bank**

- WEO Launch & Press
- Fiscal Monitor Launch & Press
- Joint IMF/WB Curtain Raiser
- Press
- MD Press
- MD Press
- MCD Press
- MCD Press
- AFR Press
- WHD Press

**Other G’s**

- Caribbean Meeting
- Pacific Islands Meeting
- CGS Meeting
- Common Wealth Meeting
- Ministerial Meeting
- PSM Meeting
- MENAP Meeting
- G-20 Press
- G-20 Ministerial
- G-20 Ministerial
- G-20 Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press

**Invitation Only**

- Analytical Corner
- CEMAC
- ASEAN
- Governor Talk
- Governor Talk
- Governor Talk
- Governor Talk
- Governor Talk
- Governor Talk
- Governor Talk

**Public Events**

- IMF African Creative Economy Showcase
- IMF African Innovation Showcase
- Breton Woods Meeting
- A Peek into Training
- Cross Border Seminar
- Fragility & Conflict States G7+
- CCA MoF / CGB Meeting
- 2026 Signing Ceremony

**Interactive Sessions**

- High-level CD Talk
- Joint IMF/WB Curtain Raiser
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk
- CD Talk

**Press**

- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press
- Press

**Analytical Corner**

- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner
- Analytical Corner

**Group of 30**

- Group of 30

**Other**

- RFA
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
- WEO Launch & Press
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